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Company Info  
Wuxi Zhongjun Technology Co., Ltd. is located in the beautiful Wuxi city, where is about 1.5 hour 

drive from Shanghai city. 

We are specilized in exporting Machine Tools, such as Grinding machine, CNC lathe, vertical lathe, 

Machine center etc. Our products are exported to the US, Australia, Spain, Portugal, Singapore, 

Malaysia, Myanmar, Qatar and other countries. Since its establishment, we won high praise from 

customers at home and abroad, because of our high quality products, professional service and 

most competitive price. 

With the advanced production facility, strong technical ability and professional production 

capability, we're sure that we can supply you the qualified products with high quality and best 

design.  

For more information, please contact us now. 
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1. MM1332 Precise Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MM1332 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. Model MM 1332 precise cylindrical grinder is used for grinding the rotary workpieces such as 
cylindrical or conical parts which have higher requirements of accuracy and roughness. 
Longitudinal travel is realized by hydraulic drive at stepless speed, or by handwheel. Rapid 
hydraulic advance and with drawal is effected in transverse, and the transversal feed is controlled 
by handwheel.  
2. Wheelhead is supported by hydro-static-dynamic hybrid bearings, which have high accuracy 
and excellent rigidity.  
3. Workhead has A. C. Freq-converted by dense-ball type bearing, which has excellent rigidity.  
4. The machine is equipped with grinding indicating instrument, benefiting high-accuracy grinding. 
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Product Table 

Range of grinding O. D with steady-rest Φ 10-60mm 

without steady-rest Φ 8-320mm 

Maximum grinding length 1000/1500/2000/3000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 150kg 

Center height 180mm 

Swivel range of worktable -3° -+5° /-3° -+4° /-2° -+3° /-1.5° -+1.5° 

Maximum peripheral speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Maximum diameter of grinding wheel Φ 600× 75× Φ 305mm 

Spindle speed of work-spindle 20-200r/min 

Wheel spindle speed 1110/555r/min 

Rapid advance  withdrawal amout 25mm 

Wheel head motor power 11kw 

Total power motor 13kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine 
4900× 1680× 1665/5800× 1680× 1665/8000× 1724× 1665/11000× 

1724× 1720mm 

Weight 3900/4700/6200/7700. kg 
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2. MM1320 Precision Semi-Automatic Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MM1320 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Semiautomatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   
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Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. The machine is applied for batch production of shaft-like parts. It has high efficiehcy, high rate, high accuracy and 
automatic test functions as well as features of fine performances, reliable operation and good appearance.  
2. The machine is suitable for mass production line in the automobile, tractors, motorcycles, sewing machines, oil 
nozzles and pumps, etc manufacturing industries.  
3. The machine adopts the grinding mode under testing and control: Rapid approach-coarse grinding- fine 
grinding-elastic grinding. A high-efficient and high accuracy grinding result is thus obtained. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ 8-200mm 

Max. length to be ground 520/750/1000mm 

Distance between centers 520/750/1000mm 

Height of center 125mm 

Max. workpiece weight 50kg 

Max. longitudinaltravel 600/800/1080mm 

Max. angle of swivel -5° -+9° /-3° -+9° /-3° -+7° 

Hydraulic traverse speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traver per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60, 85, 230, 120, 170, 460r/min 

Taperof haedstock center No. 3 

Dia. of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max. doameter of wheelhead Φ 400× (40-50)× Φ 203 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine(L× W× H) 2000× 1420× 1600/2700× 1420× 1600/3100× 1420× 1600mm

Weight of the machine 2500/2900/3100kg 
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3. Precise Cylindrical Automatic Measuring Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MMZ1320 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Semiautomatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   
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Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. This type machine is applied for batch production of shaft-like parts. It has high efficiency, high speed, high 
accuracy and automatic test function as well as features of fine performances, reliable operation and good, 
appearance.  
2. On-line measuring system for control produced by employing Japanese technology and active measuring 
instrument equipped to control degree of dimensional dispersion of 1000 ground parts to <0.003mm.  
3. The machine is suitable for mass production and production line in the automobile, tractors, motorcycles, sewing 
machines, oil nozzle pumps manufacturing area, etc.  
4. The machine adopts the mode of automatic testing and controlling: Rapid approach-coarse grinding-fine 
grinding-elastic grinding. Ground allowance can be easily set by entering any selected data on the "MC digit-display 
active measuring instrument". 
 
Product Table 
 

Max. diameter to be ground mm 200 

Mix. diameter to be ground mm 8 

Max. length to be ground mm 550/750 

Heigh of center mm 125 

Distance between center mm 500/750 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Max. workpiece weight kg 50 

Total capacity of motors kw 4.24 

Overall dimension of the machine(L× W× H) 
mm 2000× 1420× 1600 

2700× 1420× 1600 

Weight of the machine kg 2500/2700 
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4. Large Cylindrical Grinding Machine (M1380) 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1380x3000/4000/5000 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. M1380 is used to grind the cylindrical parts with the acter diameter φ 100~φ 800mm, length 5000mm. Besides the 
cylindrical parts, it can also grind the end-face of shaft shoulder to take advantage of principal axis of wheel. The large 
swing angle is 2° 30', which can grind male cone as well.  
2. Radial feed of wheel is compriced of hydaulic high speed, electric high-speed suitable for adjusting machine tool, 
electric low-speed, inching and automatic for feed.  
3. Feed guide-rail and spindle bearing both adopt static presure technique, with separate spindle tank and guide-rail 
hydaulic station.  
4. Worktable guide-rail is wide static presure guide-rail, without crawling situation while low speed, whose sroke can 
be conveniently adjusted.  
5. Workpiece rotation and reciprocate of worktable can be driven by DC motor controlled by thyristor, which is stepless 
speed regulating.  
6. Lathe bed is wholly cast by high strength low strss alloy-cast iron, with no split point, and linearity of guide-rail is 
perfect. 
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Product Table 
 

Range of grinding O. D φ 100-800mm 

Workpiece diameter of the largest Rotary φ 800 

Top among the installation of the workpiece length 3000/4000/5000 

Tailstock sleeve top mobile capacity 80mm 

Max. workpiece weight 5000kg 

Speed work (without) 6-60r/min 

Maximum peripheral speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Wheel size φ 900× 75× φ 305mm 

Wheelhead rapid retirement, the amount of liquid 150mm 

Wheel planes in the largest movement of the screw 500mm 

F-wheel motor speed (fast) 0.3m/min 

F-wheel motor speed (slow) 0.05m/min 

Workstations largest rotating angle 2° 30‘ (Special orders up 3° ) 

Reciprocating workstations greatest journeys 3270/4270/5270mm 

Motor Wheel Power 14kw 

MachineCenterHigh 410mm 

Machine dimension 10400× 3830× 2280/12400× 3830 × 2280/14400× 3830× 2280

Weight 3200/3900/45000kg 
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5. M1350 Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1350 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. M1350 Cylindrical Grinder is designed for grinding cylindrical or tapered surface of rotational parts. It is highly 
adaptable for single and small batch production.  
2. The table logitudinal traverse is actuated by hydraulic means at infinitely variable speed or operated by handwheel.  
3. Auto intermittent micro-infeed and rapid approach and withdrawal of the wheelhead can be effected hydraulically; 
While rough-& fine-feed realized by handwheel.  
4. The worktable and wheelhead guideways are hydraulically lubricated.  
5. Grinding wheel of Φ 750× 75× Φ 305mm is used for high-efficient heavy grinding with rapid speed and high 
accuracy.  
6. Workpiece, wheel, hydraulic pump, coolant pump, are driven separetely by their individual motors.  
7. Each motion part of the grinder is controlled by electric, hydraulic, mechanical interlocking mechanisms, and thus 
the grinder can be operated with ease and safety. 
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Product Table 
 

Range of grinding dia. Φ 25-Φ 500mm 

Max. grinding length 1000/1500/2000/3000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 2000kg 

Wheel size (O. D. × W× I. D. ) Φ 750× 75× Φ 305mm 

Wheel-spindle speed 870 r/min 

Center height 270mm 

Max. worktable traverse 1080/1603/2100/3200/4200mm 

Max. worktable travel speed 3 m/min 

Wheel peripheral velocity 35 m/sec 

Wheelhead rapid approach and with drawal traverse 100 mm 

Automatic intermittent infeed(fine/coarse) 0.02/0.0025mm 

Manual microfeed(fine/coarse) 0.02/0.0025mm 

Hydraulic pump displacement 25 mL/r 

Hydraulic pump pressure 1.6 Mpa 

Coolant flow 50 L/min 

Total motor power 20.63kw 

Wheel head motor power 15kw 

weight 8300/10600/11900/13350kg 

Overall dimensions(L× W× H) (5800, 7000, 8600, 10240)× 2140× 1550 
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6. MM1350 Precise Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MM1350 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. MM1350 Precise Cylindrical Grinder is designed for grinding cylindrical or tapered surface of rotational parts for 
accuracy class IT6-IT7. It is suitable for single and small batch production.  
2. Woketable logitudinal traverse is actuated by hydraulic means at infinitely variable speed or operated by handwheel. 
Auto intermittent micro-infeed and rapid approach  While rough-and fine-infeed can also realized by handwheel.  
3. Workpiece, wheel, hydraulic pump and coolant pump are driven separetely by their individual motors. 
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Product Table 
 

Range of grinding dia. Φ 12-500mm 

Steady-rest supporting dia. Φ 25-200mm 

Center height 270mm 

Distance between centers 2000/3000mm 

Max. grinding length 2000/3000mm 

When the dresser mounted on the tailstock is used for dressing wheel, Mas. grinding length 1750/2750mm 

Max. workpiece weight 2000kg 

Wheel dia. Φ 750× 75× Φ 305mm 

Wheel-spindle speed 448, 890r/min 

Wheel peripheral velocity 12.9, 35m/sec 

Machine dimensions 

(L× W× H) 

(8600, 10240)× 2620× 

1600mm 

Rapid advance  withdrawal amout 100mm 

Wheel head motor power 15kw 

Total motor power 20kw 

weight 12000/13500kg 
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7. M1363 Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1363 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. M1363 Cylindrical Grinder is designed for grinding cylindrical or tapered surface of rotational parts. It is highly 
adaptable for single and small batch production.  
2. The table logitudinal traverse is actuated by hydraulic means at infinitely variable speed or operated by handwheel.  
3. Auto intermittent micro-infeed and rapid approach and withdrawal of the wheelhead can be effected hydraulically; 
While rough-& fine-feed realized by handwheel.  
4. The worktable and wheelhead guideways are hydraulically lubricated.  
Workpiece, wheel, hydraulic pump, coolant pump, are driven separetely by their individual motors.  
5. Each motion part of the grinder is controlled by electric, hydraulic, mechanical interlocking mechanisms, and thus 
the grinder can be operated with ease and safety. 
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Product Table 
 

Grinding dia. Φ 30-Φ 630mm 

Max. grinding length 2000/3000/4000/5000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 3000kg 

Wheel size (O. D. × W× I. D. ) Φ 750× 75× Φ 305mm 

Wheel-spindle speed 870 r/min 

Center height 335mm 

Max. worktable traverse 2150/3200/4200/5200mm 

Max. worktable travel speed 3 m/min 

Wheel peripheral velocity 35 m/sec 

Wheelhead rapid approach and withdrawal traverse 100 mm 

Automatic intermittent infeed 

(fine/coarse) 
0.02/0.0025mm 

Manual microfeed 

(fine/coarse) 
0.02/0.0025mm 

Hydraulic pump displacement 25 mL/r 

Hydraulic pump pressure 1.6 Mpa 

Coolant flow 50 L/min 

Overall dimensions 

(L× W× H) 
(5320, 6090, 10240, 12000)× 2140× 1550 

weight 16000/18000/22000/38000 kg 
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8. Cylindrical Grinding Machine (M1320) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1320 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   
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Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. The structure of the machine is delicate, whose accuracy is stable and its grinding efficiency is high. Work-piece, 
wheel, oil-pump and cooling pump are respectively driven by their individual motors. It has hydraulic drive and electric 
control, so it is convenient to operate. It is suitable for batch and mass production for grinding cylindrical or conical 
work-pieces.  
2. It is improved for its hydraulic cylinders, rapid advance withdrawal cylinder, control box, pressure-valve board and 
oil pump. The worktable swing angle from C. W. 3° And C. C. W. 6° Is increased to C. W. 5° And C. C. W. 9 ° . The 
overall appearance of the machine is also changed. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ 8-200mm 

Max. length to be ground 1000mm 

Distance between centers 1000mm 

Height of center 125mm 

Max. workpiece weight 50kg 

Max. longitudinaltravel 1080mm 

Max. angle of swivel -5° -+9° /-3° -+9° /-3° -+7° 

Hydraulic traverse speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traver per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60, 85, 230, 120, 170, 460r/min 

Taperof haedstock center No. 3 

Dia. of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max. doameter of wheelhead Φ 400× (40-50)× Φ 203 or Φ 300× (25-40)× Φ 127mm 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine(L× W× H) 1800× 1420× 1600 

Weight of the machine 2000kg 
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9. Large Cylindrical Grinding Machine (M13100) 
 

 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M13100 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 100PCS/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Performance Features 
1. M13100 cylindrical grinding machine is used to grind the cylindrical parts with the diameter 100~1000mm, length 
5000mm. Besides, it can grind the end-face of shaft shoulder to take advantage of principal axis of wheel. The largest 
swing angle is 2° 30', which can grind male cone as well.  
2. Radial feed of wheel is comprised of hydraulic high speed, electric high-speed suitable for adjusting machine tool, 
electric low-speed, inching and automatic for feed.  
3. Feed guide-rail and spindle bearing both adopt static pressure technique, with separate spindle tank and guide-rail 
hydraulic station.  
Worktable guide-rail is wide static pressure guide-rail, without crawling situation while low speed, whose stroke can be 
conveniently adjusted.  
4. Work-piece rotation and worktable reciprocation can be driven by DC motor controlled by thyristor, which is stepless 
speed regulating.  
5. Machine body is wholly cast by high strength low stress alloy-cast iron with no split point, and linearity of guide-rail 
is perfect. 
 
Product Table 
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Range of grinding O. D φ 100-1000mm 

Workpiece diameter of the largest Rotary φ 1000 

Top among the installation of the workpiece length 3000/4000/5000 

Tailstock sleeve top mobile capacity 80mm 

Max. workpiece weight 5000kg 

Speed work (without) 6-60r/min 

Maximum peripheral speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Wheel size φ 900× 75× φ 305mm 

Wheelhead rapid retirement, the amount of liquid 150mm 

Wheel planes in the largest movement of the screw 500mm 

F-wheel motor speed (fast) 0.3m/min 

F-wheel motor speed (slow) 0.05m/min 

Workstations largest rotating angle 2 ° 30 (Special orders up 3 ° ) 

Reciprocating workstations greatest journeys 3270/4270/5270mm 

Motor Wheel Power 22kw 

MachineCenterHigh 510mm 

Machine dimension 10400× 3830× 2280/12400× 3830 × 2280/14400× 3830× 2280

Weight 3200/3900/45000kg 
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10. M1312 Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1312 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   
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Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600PCS/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. The structure of the machine is delicate, whose accuracy is stable and its grinding efficiency is high. Workpiece, 
wheel, oil-pump, and cooling pump are respectively driven by their individual motors. It was hydraulic drive, electric 
control, so it is convenient to operate. It is suitable for batch and mass production for grinding cylindrical or conical 
workpieces.  
2. It is improved for its hydraulic cylinders, rapid advance &withdrawal cylinder, control box, presure-value board and 
oil pump. The worktable swing angle from C. W. 3° And C. C. W. 6° Is increased to C. W. 5° And C. C. W. 9° . The 
overall appearance of the machine is also changed. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ 8-200mm 

Max. length to be ground 350mm 

Distance between centers 350mm 

Height of center 125mm 

Max. workpiece weight 50kg 

Max. longitudinaltravel 50mm 

Max. angle of swivel -5° -+9° /-3° -+9° /-3° -+7°  

Hydraulic traverse speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traver per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60, 85, 230, 120, 170, 460r/min 

Taperof haedstock center No. 3 

Dia. of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max. doameter of wheelhead Φ 400× (40-50)× Φ 203 or Φ 300× (25-40)× Φ 127mm 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine(L× W× H) 1800× 1420× 1600 

Weight of the machine 2000kg 
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11. M1332 Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1332 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
M1332 Cylindrical Grinding Machine: Grinder, Cylindrical Grinding machine 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. Worktable longitudinal travel driven hydraulically at infinitely-variable-speed,or driven by handwheel. 
2. Wheelhead cross travel provided with hydraulic rapid advance & withdrawal and manual microfeed. 
3. Work piece, wheel,oil-pump and coolant pump respectively driven by their individual motor. 
4. Grinding wheel of Φ600×75×Φ305 is used for high-efficient heavy grinding with rapid speed and high accuracy. 
5. Wheel dresser mounted on the tailstock and peripheral dresser on the worktable both can be adjusted manually. 
 
Product Table 
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Range of grinding O.D Φ8-320mm 

Maximum grinding length 1000/1500/2000/3000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 150kg 

Center height 180mm 

Maximum travel of worktable 1100/1600/2080/3100mm 

Hydraulic traveres speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Swivel range of worktable -3°-+7°/-3°-+6°/-2°-+3° 

Maximum peripheral speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Maximum diameter of grinding wheel Φ600×75×Φ305mm /Φ500×(50-75)×Φ203mm 

Spindle speed of work-spindle 25,50,75,110,150,220r/min 

Taper of moving wheel head NO.4 

Fixed wheel head NO.5 

Total power motor 13kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine 

4900×1810×1515mm 

/5800×1810×1515mm 

/8000×1810×1515mm 

/11050×1870×1515mm 

Weight 3700/4500/6000/7500kg 
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12. Universal Cylindrical Grinding Machine (M1463) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1463 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 500 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main applications and structural features 
1. M1463 Cylindrical grinder is designed for grinding cylindrical or tapered surface of rotational parts. It is highly 
adaptable for single and small batch production.  
2. The longitudinal traverse is actuated by hydraulic means at infinitely variable speed or operated by hand-wheel.  
3. The worktable and wheel-head guiderails are hydrostatically lubricated.  
Internal grinding length reaches 800mm.  
4. Work-piece, grinding wheel, hydraulic pump, coolant pump are driven by their individual motors.  
5. Each motion part of the grinder is controlled by electric, hydraulic, mechanical interlocking mechanisms, thus 
operation is safe and reliable. 
 
Product Table 
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Range of grinding diameter Φ 30~Φ 630mm 

Grinding I. D. Dia. Φ 30~Φ 250mm 

Max grinding length(OD) 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 4000mm 

Max grinding length(ID) 800mm 

Max work-piece weight 3000kg 

Wheel size(OD× W× ID) Φ 750× 75× Φ 305 

Wheel spindle speed 870r/min 

Speed of internal grinding 10000, 6000, 4200, 3000r/min 

Center height 335mm 

Max worktable traverse 2150/3200/4200/5200mm 

Max worktable travel speed 3m/min 

Wheel peripheral velocity 35m/sec 

Wheel-head rapid approach and withdrawal traverse 100mm 

Automatic intermittent in-feed(coarse/fine) 0.02/0.0025mm 

Manual micro-feed(coarse/fine)   0.02/0.0025mm 

Hydraulic pump displacement 25mL/r 

Hydraulic pump pressure 1.6Mpa 

Coolant flow 50L/min 

Machine weight 16000/18000/22000/28000kg 

Overall dimensions(L× W× H) (5320/6090/10240/12000)× 2140× 1550 
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13. M1420 Universal Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1420 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Cylindrical   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. The machine is suitable for grinding external and internal cylinder and cone, and end face of shaft. It can be used 
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for mediumder and cone. And end face of shaft. It can be used for medium or small-batch production of parts or in 
tooling shop. Beside its advanced structure and beautiful appearance, it has features of high accuracy, strong rigidity, 
high grinding efficiency, ease in operation, etc.  
2. The series grinders are all fitted with worktables capable of longituadinally traveling by hydraulic or manual control 
and rotatable wheel head and work head. Wheel of Φ 400× 40× Φ 203 used in inner grinding can improce grinding 
efficiency and wheel durability. When the spindle of work-head is rotating, wheel head will provide fine feed. Use of 
imported gear pump makes oil be supplied smoothly and with a low noise. Hydraulic reciprocal movement of 
worktable generates an oscillating effect, A frequent short-range reversing function is thus realized to improve surface 
grinding quality when a work piece is ground with plunge feed. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ 8-200mm 

Diameter to be ground Φ 13-80mm 

Max length to be ground 520/750/1000mm 

Heigh of center 125mm 

Distance between center 520/750/1000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 50kg 

Max. longitudinal travel 600/800/1080mm 

Max. angle of swivel -5° -+9° /-3° -+9° /--3° -+7° 

Hydraulic traveres speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60.85.230.120.170.460r/min 

Taper of headstock center No. 3 

Dia. of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max. diameter of grinding wheel Φ 400× (40-50)× Φ 203 or Φ 300× (25-40)× Φ 127mm 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine 2000× 1420× 1600/2700× 1420× 1600/3100× 1400× 1600

Weight of the machine 2500/2900/3100kg 
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14. MMX1420 Precision Universal Cylindrical Grinder with Digital 
Display 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MMX1420 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 600units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
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Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. The machine is suitable for grinding external and internal cylinders and cones and end faces of shafts. Its grinding 
accuracy and roughness conform steadily to the relative accuracy standard of external cylinderical grinder.  
2. The grinder is fitted with worktable capable of longitudinally travelling by hydraylic or manual control as well as 
rotatable rotating, wheel head will provide fine feed. The hydraulic system adopts good performance geared pump.  
3. ES-8 optoelectronic scaling digital display system is fixed both at the longitudinal location of worktable and the 
traversal location of wheel head.  
4. The machine is highly adaptable to tool, mold making shops and reparir workshop, as well as medium and small 
batch production workshop. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ 8-200mm 

Diameter to be ground Φ 13-80mm 

Max length to be ground 520/750/1000mm 

Heigh of center 125mm 

Distance between center 520/750/1000mm 

Max. workpiece weight 50kg 

Max. longitudinal travel 600/800/1080mm 

Max. angle of swivel -5° -+9° /-3° -+9° /--3° -+7° 

Hydraulic traveres speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60.85.230.120.170.460r/min 

Taper of headstock center No. 3 

Dia. of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max. diameter of grinding wheel Φ 400× (40-50)× Φ 203 or Φ 300× (25-40)× Φ 127mm 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine 2000× 1420× 1600/2700× 1420× 1600/3100× 1400× 1600

Weight of the machine 2500/2900/3100kg 
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15. M1450 Universal Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1450 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. Modle M1450 universal cylindrical grinder is an improved version, renovated in design and structure from the basic 
modle M1450A, operated dunder the control of electric and hydraulic systems or by manual intervention. It is suitable 
for grinding extemal and internal cylindrical or conical surfaces of rotational parts in single-kind, and small batch 
production.  
2. The table longitudinal traverse is actuated hydraulically at infinitely variable speed or operated by hands. The rapid 
approach and withdrawl, the intermittent micro infeed of the wheelhead are also effected by hydraulicmeans. In 
addition, the latter can by manually operated in corarse or fine infeed mode. All the above power funtions are 
accomplished by push-buttons, electrical and hydraulic control.  
3. The structure of workhead spindle employs a rolling and a sliding bearing with their clearance adjustable. It is 
suitable for various grinding between centers or on chucks. The workhead canbe swivelled counterclockwise with in 
90° . And by swiveling either the wokhead or work table or wheelhead, the external and internal surfaces of workpiece 
with different taper can be ground.  
4. The worktable and wheelhead guideways are hydrostatically lubricated. The grinding whell spindle runs in a pair of 
partial journal bearings, each of which consists of three tilting segmental shoes. The internal grinding attachment 
bracket on the wheelhead can be turned down for grinding internal parts and multi-sets of extension bars are attached 
for option.  
5. Workpiece, external and internal grinding wheels, hydraulic pump and coolant pump are all driven separately by 
their individual motors.  
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6. Each motion part of the grinder is controlled by electric and hydraulic interlocking mechanism. The external and 
internal wheel covers are strong and reliable, thus the grinder can be operated with ease and safety. 
 
Product Table 
 

Grinding O. D. dia Φ 25-500mm 

Grinding I. D. dia Φ 30-200mm 

Max. grinding length(O. D. /I. D. ) 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000/320mm 

Max. workpiece weight 2000kg 

Wheel size (O. D. × W× I. D. ) Φ 500× 75× Φ 305mm 

Wheel speed 1330, 665 r/min 

Internal grinding attachment speed 10000, 6000, 4200, 3000r/min 

Center height 270mm 

Max. worktable traverse 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000mm 

Max. worktable travel speed 0.1-3 m/min 

Wheel peripheral velocity 35 m/sec 

Wheelhead rapid approach and with drawal traverse 100 mm 

Automatic intermittent infeed(fine/coarse) 0.02/0.0025mm 

Manual microfeed(fine/coarse) 0.02/0.0025mm 

Hydraulic pump displacement 25 mL/r 

Hydraulic pump pressure 2.5Mpa 

Coolant flow 50 L/min 

Total motor power 15.8kw 

Wheel head motor power Cylindrical 7.5kw, Inner Circle 1.5kw 

weight 8000, 8600, 9900, 11350kg 

Overall dimensions(L× W× H) (4920, 6020, 8620, 10240)× 2620× 1600 
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16. M1432 Universal Cylindrical Grinding Machine 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. M1432 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Manual 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode Artificial 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features  
1. The grinding machine series, for production in batch, is suitable for grinding outer and inner cylinders, outer and 
inner cones, as well as axial end faces. It has features of high accuracy, good rigidity, high grinding efficiency, easy 
operation, etc.  
2. Φ 320 Series grinding machines have been developed into diversified series products on the principle of modular 
design.  
3. Use of enlarged spindles and bearings of grinding wheels, greater motor power, up to Φ 500mm gtinding wheels 
improve grinding efficency.  
4. Grinding wheel head with automatic cyclic feed provides four selecting modes: Left feed, right feed, double feed 
and no feed.  
5. Arbitary angular adjustments of headstock within anticlockwise 90° And grinding wheel head within ± 30° Permit the 
machines to grind bigger outer and inner-cylindrical workpieces.  
6. Turning down the internal grinding carriae on the guard cover of grinding wheel head allows inner-cylindrical 
workpieces to be ground. 6 Sets of inner grinding rods are available for selective use.  
7. Electrical and hydraulic interlocks make all the moving parts offer safe and reliable movement. 
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Product Table 
 

Range of grinding O. D Φ 8-320mm 

Range of grinding I. D Φ 30-150mm 

Max. workpiece weight 150kg 

Maximum grinding length 1000/1500/2000/3000mm 

Maximum grinding depth 125mm 

Center height 180mm 

Maximum travel of worktable 1100/1600/2080/3100mm 

Hydraulic traveres speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Swivel range of worktable -3° -+7° /-3° -+6° /-2° -+3° /-2° -3° 

Maximum peripheral speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Maximum diameter of grinding wheel Φ 500× 50× Φ 203mm 

Spindle speed of work-spindle 25, 50, 75, 110, 150, 220r/min 

Taper of moving wheel head NO. 4  

Total power motor 9kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine 
4900× 1810× 1515mm/5800× 1810× 1515mm/8000× 

1870× 1515mm/11050× 1870× 1515mm 

Weight 3700/4500/6000/7500kg 
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17. MK13160 CNC Cylindrical Grinder 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK13160 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 500 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Application and principle 
MK13160 grinder is suitable for grinding the surface of axles and end face. Its worktable takes a axial reciprocating 
motion, and grinding carriage adopts vertical cutting plan, which is driven by servo motor through ball screw. The axial 
reciprocating motion of worktable is driven by servo motor as well through dual-lead worm gear. Control system is 
Siemens 802D-SL.  
 
Main application and structural features 
1. Finishing recycle and compensation after finishing for wheel 
2. Control method option: Automatic, manual, program, edit, diagnose 
3. On-line help set for each grinding process parameter.  
4. Manual intervention for each finishing parameter of grinding process 
5. Fault display and check& self-diagnostics.  
6. Compensation for backlash and gewindefehler.  
7. Protection for overfeed, over load and over speed.  
8. Power-off protection.  
9. With RS23-C connector, able to communicate.  
 
Specification and Technical parameters 
 
Product Table 
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Max. diameter to be ground Φ 1600mm 

Max. length of workpiece 3000/4000/5000mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 5t 

Center frame supporting Dia. range Φ 100-Φ 500mm 

Center headstock/tailstock Metric 100 

Min. resolution of CNC 0.001mm 

Speed of worktable vertical movement 100-3000mm/min 

Speed of wheel frame transverse feeding 100-2000mm/min 

Min feed of wheel 0.001μm 

Max movement of wheel frame 850mm 

Speed of workpiece (stepless) 6-60r/min 

Specification of circular wheel Φ 1200× 100× Φ 305mm 

Movement of tailstock center sleeve 80mm 

Speed of wheel line 35m/s 

Max radii angle on the worktable 3° /2.5° /2° 

Wheel drive motor power 22Kw 
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18. CNC Large Cylindrical Grinder (MK1380) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1380 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. MK1380 CNC Cylindrical Grinder is mainly used in the field of nearly machinery, plastic machinery, paper making, 
rubber, and dye printing grind vanous of metalic, nonmetallic compression roller and other wokpieces.  
2. It adopts German SIMENS CNC system, PLC, CRT display built in, two axis linkage, drive the movement of 
grinding car-riage and worktable separately. 
3. Spindle of grinding carriage adopts dynamic static pressure bearing with temperature-control oil box, good stability, 
and wheel owns CLV fuction. 
4. Head stock is adjusted speed by AC motor, whose speed can be adjustable steplessly to meet different grinding of 
workpiece.  
5. The drive motor of worktable and grinding carriage is AC sevo motor, suitable for machining large spareparts.  
6. Full-closed protecting cover provided, which makes environment much better. 
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Product Table 
 

Height of center 410mm 

Distance between centers 3000, 4000, 5000mm 

Diameter to be ground Φ 100-Φ 800mm 

Max. dimension of grinding wheel Φ 900× 75× Φ 305mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 5000kg 

Speed of grinding wheel 35m/s-45m/s 

Wheel frame rate 0.1-500mm/min 

X, Y axis resolution 0.001 or 0.0001mm 

Speed of worktable 1-10000mm/min 

Main electrical machinery power 22kw 

Apex number Metric 100 
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19. CNC Large Cylindrical Grinder (MK1350) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1350 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. MK1350 CNC Cylindrical Grinder is mainly used to grind large axies parts, especially suitable for metallurgy field, 
mass production of locomotive, diesel engine, internal-combustion engine.  
2. It adopts German SIMENS CNC system, PLC, CRT display built in, two axis linkage, drive the movement of 
grinding car-riage and worktable separately. 
3. Spindle of grinding carriage adopts dynamic static pressure bearing with temperature-control oil box, good stability, 
and wheel owns CLV fuction... 
4. Head stock is adjusted speed by AC motor, whose speed can be adjustable steplessly to meet different grinding of 
workpiece.  
5. The drive motor of worktable and grinding carriage is AC sevo motor, suitable for machining large spareparts.  
6. Full-closed protecting cover provided, which makes environment much better. 
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Product Table 
 

Height of center 270mm 

Distance between centers 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000mm 

Diameter to be ground Φ 30-Φ 500mm 

Max. dimension of grinding wheel Φ 750× 75× Φ 305mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 2000kg 

Speed of grinding wheel 35m/s-45m/s 

Wheel frame rate 0.1-500mm/min 

X, Y axis resolution 0.0005 or 0.001mm 

Speed of worktable 1-10000mm/min 

Main electrical machinery power 15kw 

Apex number No. 6 
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20. CNC End-Face Cylindrical Grinder (MK1632) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1632 

Type End-Face Cylindrical Grinder Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1.810D double-shaft interlocked CNC system supplied by Siemens company, Germany "PLC"inside, LCD display.  
2. Automatic measure gauge equiped, testing on the line, the closed-cycle.  
3. Feed of grinding wheel frame and movement of worktable are driven by ballscrew with AC servo-motors.  
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4. Flexible and stable feed of grinding wheel is ensured by using TH type rolling guide, worktable is covered with 
plastics for improving its antivibration and flexibility.  
5. Headstock motor adopts AC frequency converter, infinitely varible head spindle speed change.  
6. The sleeve of tailstock is with the functiom of hydraulic travel.  
7. The separated electrical cabint, oil tank and water tank equipped.  
8. All the guides and screws are periodically lubricated in an automatic way.  
9. Complete protection cover is equipped, the operation is safe. 
 
Product Table 
 

Heigh of center 165mm 

Distance between centers 1000/1500mm 

Max diameter to be ground Φ 320mm 

Max length to be ground 1000/1500mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 150kg 

Max. dimension of grinding wheel Φ 610× 75× Φ 305 

Linear speed of grinding wheel 45m/s 

Mini. Feed of grinding wheel frame 0.0005mm 

Mini. Feed of worktable 0.001mm 

Grinding wheel motor power 11kw 

Total capacity 24kw 

Weight of the grinder 3700/4500kg 

Overall dimensions 3400/3900× 2000× 1800mm 
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21. CNC End-Face Cylindrical Grinder (MK1620) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1620 

Type CNC end-face cylindrical grinder Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1.810D double-shaft interlocked CNC system supplied by Siemens company, Germany PLC inside, LCD display.  
2. Automatic measure gauge equiped, testing on the line, the closed-cycle.  
3. Feed of grinding wheel frame and movement of worktable are driven by ballscrew with AC servo-motors.  
4. Flexible and stable feed of grinding wheel is ensured by using THK type rolling guide, worktable is covered with 
plastics for improving its antivibration and flexibility.  
5. Headstock motor adopts AC frequency converter, infinitely varible head spindle speed change.  
6. The sleeve of tailstock is with the functiom of hydraulic travel.  
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7. The separated electrical cabint, oil tank and water tank equipped.  
8. All the guides and screws are periodically lubricated in an automatic way.  
9. Complete protection cover is equipped, the operation is safe. 
 
Product Table 
 

Heigh of center 125mm 

Distance between centers 520/750mm 

Max diameter to be ground Φ 200mm 

Max length to be ground 520/750mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 50kg 

Max. dimension of grinding wheel Φ 500× 80-100×   Φ 203 

Linear speed of grinding wheel 45m/s 

Mini. Feed of grinding wheel frame 0.0005mm 

Mini. Feed of worktable 0.001mm 

Grinding wheel motor power 7.5kw 

Total capacity 10.5kw 

Weight of the grinder 3450/3750kg 

Overall dimensions 2900/3400× 15500× 1800mm 
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22. MK14150 CNC Universal Cylindrical Grinder 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK14150 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 500 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Application and principle 
MK14150 grinder is suitable for grinding the surface of axles and end face. Its worktable takes a axial reciprocating 
motion, and grinding carriage adopts vertical cutting plan, which is driven by servo motor through ball screw. The axial 
reciprocating motion of worktable is driven by servo motor as well through dual-lead worm gear. Special hole grinding 
machine, horizontal cutting of inner circle wheel and vertical reciprocating motion are driven by ball screw. Guide-rail 
is linear guide, suitable for grinding short hole of axis, inner-hole of workpiece.  
 
Main application and structural features 
1. Finishing recycle and compensation after finishing for wheel 
2. Control method option: Automatic, manual, program, edit, diagnose 
3. On-line help set for each grinding process parameter.  
4. Manual intervention for each finishing parameter of grinding process 
5. Fault display and check& self-diagnostics.  
6. Compensation for backlash and gewindefehler.  
7. Protection for overfeed, over load and over speed.  
8. Power-off protection.  
9. With RS23-C connector, able to communicate.  
10. Automatic grinding cycle and trim cycle.  
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Specification and Technical parameters 
 
Product Table 
 

Max. diameter to be ground Φ 1500mm 

Max. length of workpiece 3000/4000/5000mm 

Max. diameter hole to be ground Φ 650mm 

Max. hole depth to be ground 150mm 

Max. weight of workpiece 5t 

Center frame supporting Dia. range Φ 100-Φ 500mm 

Center headstock/tailstock Metric 100 

Min. resolution of CNC 0.001mm 

Speed of worktable vertical movement 100-3000mm/min 

Speed of wheel frame transverse feeding 100-2000mm/min 

Min feed of wheel 0.001mm 

Max movement of wheel frame 800mm 

Speed of workpiece (stepless) 6-60r/min 

Specification of circular wheel Φ 1200× 75× Φ 305mm 

Movement of tailstock center sleeve 80mm 

Speed of wheel line 35m/s 

Max radii angle on the worktable 3° /2.5° /2° 

Wheel drive motor power 22Kw 
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23. CNC Cylindrical Grinder (MK1320) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1320 

Type External Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 500 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1.802C double-shaft interlocked CNC system is supplied by Siemens with inside PLC and LCD display.  
2. Automatic measuring gauge equipped, testing on line.  
3. Feed of grinding wheel frame and movement of worktable are driven by AC servo-motors via lead screws.  
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4. Flexible and stable feed of grinding wheel is ensured by using THK type rolling guide, worktable guide is covered 
with plastics for improving its anti-vibration and flexibility.  
5. Headstock motor adopts AC frequency converter to provide infinitely variable head spindle speed change.  
6. The tailstock quill is with the function of hydraulic travel.  
7. Equipped with separated electric cabinet, oil tank and water tank.  
8. All the guides and screws are periodically lubricated automatically.  
9. Complete protection cover is equipped, the operation is safe. 
 
Product Table 
 

Diameter to be ground Φ8-200mm 

Max.length to be ground 1000mm 

Distance between centers 1000mm 

Height of center 125mm 

Max.workpiece weight 50kg 

Max.longitudinaltravel 1080mm 

Max.angle of swivel -5°-+9°/-3°-+9°/-3°-+7° 

Hydraulic traverse speed 0.1-4 m/min 

Traver per turn of handwheel 6mm/r 

Spindle speed 60,85,230,120,170,460r/min 

Taperof haedstock center No.3 

Dia.of headstock chuck 125 mm 

Stroke of center sleeve 25 mm 

Rapid travel of wheelhead 20 mm 

Traverse per turn of handwheel 1 mm 

Movement per graduation on micro adjustment knob 0.00125mm 

Speed of wheelhead spindle 2230/1820 r/min 

Traverse of wheelhead 150mm 

Max.doameter of wheelhead Φ400×(40-50)×Φ203 or Φ300×(25-40)×Φ127mm 

Total power motor 4.24kw 

Overall dimensions of the machine(L×W×H) 2000×1420×1600 

Weight of the machine 2500kg 
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24. CNC Universal Cylindrical Grinder (MK1420) 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK1420 

Type Multi-Use Grinding Machine Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision High Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Splined Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460211000 Production Capacity 200 Units/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. 810D double-shaft interlocked CNC system is supplied by Siemens with inside PLC and LCD display.  
2. Automatic measuring gauge equipped, testing on line.  
3. Feed of grinding wheel frame and movement of worktable are driven by AC servo-motors via lead screws.  
4. Flexible and stable feed of grinding wheel is ensured by using THK type rolling guide, worktable guide is covered 
with plastics for improving its anti-vibration and flexibility.  
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5. Headstock motor adopts AC frequency converter to provide infinitely variable head spindle speed change.  
6. The tailstock quill is with the function of hydraulic travel.  
7. Equipped with separated electric cabinet, oil tank and water tank.  
8. All the guides and screws are periodically lubricated automatically.  
9. Safe operation is completed with protection cover.  
 
Specifications and Technical Parameters 
 
Product Table 
 

Maximum diameter to be ground Φ 8~200mm 

Maximum internal diameter to be ground Φ 13~80mm 

Maximum length to be ground 500/750mm 

Maximum internal length to be ground 125mm 

distance between centers 520/750mm 

center height 125mm 

maximum weight of work-piece 50kg 

dimensions of external grinding wheel Φ 400× 40× Φ 203 

linear speed of grinding wheel 35m/s 

minimum feed of grinding wheel frame 0.0005mm 

minimum feed of worktable 0.001mm 

power of grinding wheel motor                          

3kw 

3kw 

  

total power 4.5kw 

weight 3200/3500kg 

overall dimension 2900× 1550× 1800/3400× 1550× 1800mm 
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25. CNC Crankshaft Cylindrical grinder 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MK005 

Type Crankshaft cylindrical grinder Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Crank Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 100PCS/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main applications and structural features: 
Suitable for mass production grinding spare parts for automobile, motorcycle, grass cutter, compressor crankcase of 
refrigerator and air conditioner. 
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1.It's mainly used to grind crankshaft of cold compressor, with high degree of accuracy, high efficiency, convenient 
operation features, which can be applied in the mass production situation. 
2.It adopts double-axis CNC, that is grinding wheel feed (X axis) and worktable motion (Z axis), set with German 
SIMENS CNC control system, displaying on colorful LCD 10.4''. Man-machine conversation is available and automatic 
closed-loop grinding as well.  
3.Excirl accuracy should be controlled by active diameter measuring instrument of Marposs company. 
4.Cursion size of crack should be ensured by high degree of accuracy jig. 
5.Worktable is dual-layer structure, easy to adjust taper degree of workpieces, moving guide-rails adopt laminating 
materials, running stably. 
6.Linear speed of wheel is 45m/s, controlled by variable-frequency motor. 
7.Spindle adopts bush type dynamic static pressure bearing, supplied oil with special tank, and set with cooling device 
to control oil temperature. 
8.Wheel repairing system owns the following functions: set repairing period, repairing feed, repairing compensation 
etc. 
9.Turn speed is stepless, range of speed change 60-600r/min, regulated by AC variable-frequency motor. 
10.The operating position can be right-ahead in the axes direction of work-piece while putting in material, cooling 
system adopts flow rate of 100L/min bump and magnetic separator, the temperature of coolant can be adjustable. 
11. Whole machine adopts full-closed cover, protecting door can be closed automatically. 
12.Within body air purifying device is set to keep perfect environment. 
 
Product Table 
 
Centre height 165mm 

Max. Turning dia.  φ 320mm 

Grinding wheel size(Outer dia. × Width × Inner dia. ) φ 600× 18× 254mm 

Linear speed(CLV) 45m/s 

Turning speed of spindle(adjustable) 1400-1860r/min 

Feeding speed 0.5-5000mm/min 

Min feed impulse equivalent for grinding carriage 0.0005mm 

Max. movement of worktable 400mm 

Moving speed of worktable 10-6000mm/min 

Min moving impulse equivalent for worktable 0.0001mm 

Spindle speed of headstock (adjustable) 60-600r/min 

Max. holding weight 30kg 

Flow rate of hydraulic bump/Spindle lubricating bump 16/10 L/min 

Working pressure of oil bump 1.0-1.6Mpa 

Flow rate of cooling bump 100 L/min 

Motor power of grinding wheel 11kw 

Total power motors 24.97kw 

Overall dimensions (LxWxH) 2700× 2000× 1800mm 
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26. CNC Crankshaft end-face grinder 
 

 
 
 

Origin China Serial/Model NO. MSK006 

Type Crankshaft End-face grinder Automatic Grade Automatic 

Precision Precision Controlling Mode CNC 

Processing Object Crank Shaft   

 
Availability 
 

HS Code 8460291000 Production Capacity 100PCS/Year 

Packing Wooden Case/Pallet   

 
Description 
 
Main applications and structural features: 
Suitable for mass production grinding spare parts for automobile, motorcycle, grass cutter, compressor crankcase of 
refrigerator and air conditioner. 
1.It's mainly used to grind the end-face of crankshaft for cold compressor, with high degree of accuracy, high 
efficiency, convenient operation features, which can be applied in the mass production situation. 
2.It adopts double-axis CNC, that is grinding wheel feed (X axis) and worktable motion (Z axis), set with German 
SIMENS CNC control system, displaying on colorful LCD 10.4''. Man-machine conversation is available and automatic 
closed-loop grinding as well.  
3.Worktable is dual-layer structure, easy to adjust taper degree of workpieces, moving guide-rails adopt laminating 
materials, running stably. 
4.Linear speed of wheel is 45m/s, controlled by variable-frequency motor. 
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5.Spindle adopts bush type dynamic static pressure bearing, supplied oil with special tank, and set with cooling device 
to control oil temperature. 
6.Wheel repairing system owns the following functions: set repairing period, repairing feed, repairing compensation 
etc. 
7.Turn speed is stepless, range of speed change 60-600r/min, regulated by AC variable-frequency motor. 
8.The operating position can be right-ahead in the axes direction of work-piece while putting in material, cooling 
system adopts flow rate of 100L/min bump and magnetic separator, the temperature of coolant can be adjustable. 
9. Whole machine adopts full-closed cover, protecting door can be closed automatically. 
10.Within body air purifying device is set to keep perfect environment. 
 
Product Table 
 
Centre height 165mm 

Max. Turning dia.  φ 320mm 

Grinding wheel size(Outer dia. × Width × Inner dia. ) φ 600× 18× 254mm 

Linear speed(CLV) 45m/s 

Turning speed of spindle(adjustable) 1400-1860r/min 

Feeding speed 0.5-5000mm/min 

Min feed impulse equivalent for grinding carriage 0.0005mm 

Max. movement of worktable 400mm 

Moving speed of worktable 10-6000mm/min 

Min moving impulse equivalent for worktable 0.0001mm 

Spindle speed of headstock (adjustable) 60-600r/min 

Max. holding weight 30kg 

Flow rate of hydraulic bump/Spindle lubricating bump 16/10 L/min 

Working pressure of oil bump 1.0-1.6Mpa 

Flow rate of cooling bump 100 L/min 

Motor power of grinding wheel 11kw 

Total power motors 24.97kw 

Overall dimensions (LxWxH) 2700× 2000× 1800mm 
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27. 3M46 series ball-valve grinder 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. 3M46 series Type Special Purpose Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Ball-valve 

 
Description 
 
3M46 series ball-valve grinder 
Introduction: 
1. This series of machine tools are designed for the ball-valve grinder, mainly grind ball-valve surface ofr spareparts 
with spere. These are widly applied in mass-production ball-valve plants. 
2. This series can set CNC system in accordance with the customer requirements, to enable automatic feed of wheel. 
3. This series can be placed order according to customer, Max grinding dia. 2000mm. 
 
Product Table 
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Specifications and Technical parameters 

Item 3M4632 3M4650 3M4663 

Ball diameter φ150-320mm φ250-500mm φ400-630mm 

Distance between centers 600mm 800mm 1000mm 

Centre height 180mm 270mm 350mm 

Wheel spindle rotation speed 
highest5000r/min(Frequency 

modulation stepless) 

highest5000r/min(Frequency 

modulation stepless) 

highest5000r/min(Frequency 

modulation stepless)) 

Wheel motor power 7.5kw 15kw 22kw 

Overall dimensions 4000×2200×1700mm 5200×26001800mm 5200×26001900mm 

Weight 4000kg 7800kg 8500kg 

Roundness 0.001mm 

Surface roughness Ra≤0.63μm 
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28. MK84160 CNC roll grinder 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MK84160 Type External Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Roller 

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and structural features 
1.MK84160/MK84200 machine tool can be widely applied in the field of metallurgy, papermaking, nonferrous metal 
processing. 
2.This machine can also be applied to process circle of other shaftlike workpiese, end face and conicalsurface. 
3.It adopts SIMENS 840D/810Dperating system, radial feed is drive by servo motor through worm gear and ball 
screw. 
4.Raster glass measuring device is optional to achieve the X axis closed loop control, accuracy of resetting for 
machine tool can reach ±0.001mm,Z axis is driven by servo motor through the worm gear and worm-gear rack, U 
axis(medium-high micro feed mechanism) is driven by servo motor through no back-gap-worm-worm gear-ecocentric 
sleeve lever mechanism, implement the micro feeding. 
5. It can match servo center rest (U1 axis) with CNC measuring device to calibrate the deviation of axes. 
6.Set with repacking unit and soft lander (optional), to grind the face for the roller with bearing box. 
 
Product Table 
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Specifications and Technical parameters 

Max. distance from top 5,6,8,10,15m 

Max. weight of workpiece (Supporting bracket) 60t 

Speed of work piece 4-40 circle/min 

Highest speed of grinding 45m/s 

Vertical speed of dragging plate 50-4000 

Max. horizontal distance 900mm 

Rapid speed of horizontal movement  300mm/min 

Quantity of intensive ≤2mm 

Speed of continuous horizontal feed 0.002-1.2mm/min 

Periodical horizontal feed 0.002-1.1mm/min 

U shaft manually feed(Micro electronic hand wheel) 0.001mm/pulse 

Wheel size(outer dia. x width x inner dia.) 900/1100×100×305mm 

Stern fram vertical movement speed (mobile) 1800mm/min 

Manual speed 1.3mm/circle 

Stern frame top sleeve adjusting range 500mm 

Centre frame supporting dia. φ300-φ600mm,φ600-900mm 
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29. MK84100/MK84125 CNC roll grinder 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MK84100/MK84125 Type External Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Roller 

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features: 
MK84100/MK84125 CNC roll grinder is equipped with CP type automatic measuring device. Center rest of tailstock 
with U1 axis can adjust axes for workpiece after mounted on machine tool. The machine is widely used, especially in 
the field of metallurgy, nonferrous metals processing and papermaking. It adopts SIMENS 840D or 810D operation 
system. Transverse feeding (X) axis. Longitudinal feeding (Z) axis, medium-high(u) axis, measuring arm (X1 axis). 
Lateral  center of tailstock(U1 axis) are controlled by the servo system. Among which x1 and u1 axis with grating 
measuring devices, implement closed-loop control. 
 
Product Table 
 

Specification and Technical parameters 

Items MK84100 
MKZ84100 

MK84125 
MKZ84125 

Max. grinding diameter(mm) φ 1000 φ 1250 

Center distance(m) 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 
12, 15 

Machining 
scope 

Max. weight of workpiece(t) 25 25/35 

Speed of workpiece(Stepless)(r/min) 25 25/35 

Vertical moving speed of tailstock(mm/min) 1800 1800 

Supporting dia. (mm) φ 100~φ 480 φ 150~φ 780 

Vertical moving speed of planker(mm/min) 50-4000 50-4000 

Grinding wheel, athe bed: center distance between two 
guide-rail (mm) 1000 1000/1200 
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Max. horizontal distance (mm) 600 650 

Rapid horizontal speed(mm/min) 300 300 

Continuous horizontal feed(mm/min) 0.002-1.2 

Periodical horizontal feed(mm) 0.002-0.12 

Feed volume of electric handwheel(mm/p) 0.001 0.001 

Grinding wheel size(outer × width × 
inner)(mm) 

900× 75/100× 
305 

900× 75/100× 
305 

Max. grinding wheel linear speed(m/s) 45 45 

Quantity of intensive(mm) ≤ 2 ≤ 2 

Wheel frame 

Range of measuring device(mm) 150-1000 150-1250 

Headstock motor(kw) 45 55 

Grinding wheel motor(kw) 55 75 

Motor for horizontal feed (kw) 1.5 1.5 

Servo motor for planber vertical 
movement(kw) 3.5 3.5 

   

Middle and high servo motor(kw) 0.8 0.8 

Roundness (support with bracket) 0.002mm 

cylindricity(support with bracket) 0.002/1000mm 

Roughness of surface (workpiece matched 
with grinding wheel) Ra0.2um 

Machining 
accuracy 

Cambering profile (support with bracket) 0.002/1000mm  
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30. CNC Diamond Sawing Machine (Polysilicon Type) 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. GK5720 Type Special Sawing Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC   

 
Description 
 
Purpose 
1. This machine tool is applied to the saw sections and saw bits of monocrystalline silicon or polycrystalline silicon 
materials in solar energy industry.  
2. The body, charge and feed slides, and other components of the machine tool are made of iron castings, which have 
high rigidity, good vibration absorbency, earthquake resistance, and other advantages.  
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3. Select diamond saw band to obtain high sawing efficiency, samll saw kerfs and high rate of finished products of 
materials.  
4. The spindle motor of the saw band wheels adopts stepless speed regulation, the movement of slides is driven by 
the servo motor, and the touch display is adopted.  
5. All components of the machine tool are imported products for guaranteeing the reliability of the stability of the 
machine tool. 
 
Product Table 
 
Max. grinding thickness 200mm 
Deep throat 400mm 

Saw band wheel spec.  51mm× Φ 460mm 

Revolving speed of saw band wheel 0-1225r/min 
Saw band wheel motor power 2.2Kw 

Saw band spec. (Lx W x H) 3230× 38× 0.5~0.7mm 

Cutting feed rate 0~50mm/min 

Max. stroke of feed slide 360mm 
Max. stroke of charge slide 320mm 

Overall dimensions (Lx W x H) 2200× 1600× 1850mm 

Total weight 3000Kg  
Working Accuracy 

Plane verticality 0.5/100mm 

Parallelism 0.10mm  
Power supply and supporting facilities 

Power connection 220/380V, 3PH, 50HZ 

Load power 6Kw 

Cooling water interface 2.5L/min 

Windpipe interface Φ 8mm 
Compressed air 0.6MP  
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31. CNC Polysilicon Specific Surface Grinder 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MSK011 Type Special Purpose Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing 

Object

Surfaces and Edges 

 
Description 
 
Main Applications and Structural Features 
1. This machine tool is used to the surface grinding, surface mirror Polish and other circular grinding of 
monocrystalline silicon or polycrystalline silicon cuboids in solar energy industry, and multiple chamfer grinding heads 
can be selected and installed by a 45° Chamfering at one time at the arris of four edges of the cubical silicon ingots 
according to user's requirements. It can correct the verticality of the four faces of the original silicon ingots to ensure 
the affected layers of the four faces and edges are effectively removed.  
2. The control system adopts the Siemens multi-axes CNC system Siemens 802 DSL, and is equipped with a handy 
control unit.  
3. Multi-position conbination: Have auto pressing silicon ingots, auto releasing silicon ingot position, rough grinding 
position and fine grinding position. The rough and fine grinding positions all adopt double end face grinding, which has 
high grinding efficiency and high surface finish. The manipulator can be installed according to user's special 
requirements.  
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4. The feeding of grinding carriage is achieved by the screw shaft driven by Siemens servo motor, which as a very 
high positioning precision to ensure that the dimension error between two faces is smaller to obtain a better 
parallelism.  
5. All the electric components (electric, hydraulic, pneumatic, etc. ) of this machine are from Siemens, Schneider, 
Festo and other famous brands at home and abroad to ensure the reliability of the stability of the machine tool.  
6. This machine tool has an auto self-centering cylinder to have the workpiece in the center of the machine toll and 
ensure that the grinding amounts of two end faces are uniform and the material is consumed at least.  
7. This machine has an auto pressing device which can automatically press the workpieces after the auto-centering to 
improve the work efficiency, and the quality of pressing is also guaranteed.  
8. This machine has an auto laser measurement system which can accurately measure the dimensions before and 
after the grinding, and uniformly disbute the grinding allwance. 
 
Product Table 
 

Specifications and Technical Parameters 

Product parameter Power supply 

Spec.  125x125/156x156mm Power connection 230/400V, 3Ph, 50Hz 
Length 450mm Load power 30Kw 

Weight 65kg        
Tolerance and surface roughness after machining Supporting facilities 

Parallel 0.01mm Compressed air interface Φ 8mm, 60L/min 

Dimension error 0.02mm Cooling water interface G3/4’ , 10L/min 

Roughness Ra0.1μ m Exhaust interface DN150, 1200m3 /h  
Grinding Wheel Spindle(4pcs) 

Spindle X, X1, Y, Y1 

Grinding wheel size Φ 200× 62× Φ 80 mm 
Grinding velocity (Table moving speed) 0.01-4m/min 

Feed amount of grinding wheel 0.5μ m-0.5mm 

Wheel linear velocity 35m/s 

Driving power 3KW 
Overall dimensions (Lx W x H) 4500× 2100× 2100 

Weight of machine 7000Kg  
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32. MS007 Polysilicon automatic chamfering machine 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MS007 Type Special Purpose Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Normal Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Chamfer box 

 
Description 
 
Purpose: 
This machine tool is applicable to solar energy industry, and it adopts diamond grinding wheel and machining the 45° 
arris of the four faces of polysilicon cuboid by grinding. The chamfering of this machine tool is stable and can reach 
the relevant technical requirements. It is easy to operate, continent, and has reliable quality. 
Characteristics: 
The material frame of this machine tool moves vertically with stepless speed regulation, and the rotation of the 
diamond grinding wheel is driven by special grinding head motor. 
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The electric of this machine tool is distributed in its body, shell and electric cabinet, the operating buttons are on the 
top of the electric cabinet, and the electric layout of the whole machine tool is facilitated to operation and maintenance. 
Requirements for power voltage and frequency: The movement of material frame can be continuously adjusted by the 
positive and negative rotation of motor. The cooling fluid is auto controlled through the electromagnetic valve. For 
security, only when the shell is closed and the switch is sending information, can the work cycle be started by pressing 
buttons. The grinding head motor and control circuits are equipped with breakers as over-current and short circuit 
protection. 
 
Product Table 
 
Main specifications 

Grinding range Cuboids under 180mm 

Grinding length 350mm 
Max. chamfering 1-4× 45°  

Max. moving dimension of movable material frame 300mm 

Mechanical moving speed 0.1-1m/min(Stepless adjustment) 

Speed of the main shaft of grinding wheel 4000r/min 
Dimension of grinding wheel 100× 40× 20(mm) 

Overall dimension of machine tool 1270× 710× 1100(mm)  
WORKING ACCURACY 

Diagram Inspection item Inspection Nature Tolerance

   Chamfer box Grinding chamber angle consistency on vertical cross-section 50%  
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33. CNC Monocrystalline Silicon Specific Grinder (MSK003-1) 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MSK003-1 Type Special Purpose Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Monocrystalline Silicon Specific Grinder 

 
Description 
 
Purpose and characteristics of the machine tool 
1. Adopt the 2-axis CNC system with built-in PLC and LCD, which is produced by Siemens of Germany  
2. Adopt the ball screw shaft of servo motor to drive the longitudinal movement of the work-table and the traverse 
movement of the grinding carriage.  
3. This machine tool is applied to the grinding the components of solar energy industry and silicon single crystal rods, 
and it can be used to grind the external cylinders of 3inch~8inch rods.  
4. Adopt the external grinder layout, and take the new peripheral grinding to the external cylinders of silicon single 
crystal rods with diamond parallel grinding wheels as a substitute for the traditional technology of rolling and grinding 
with facr parallel grinding wheels.  
5. The direction of the grinding lines on the single crystal silicon external surface of the is normal to the axis and is 
consistent with the processing direction, so that in the slicing, no crack will occur with the peripheral circular arcs.  
6. As the production rate of Φ300 ecternal diamond wheel peripheral grinding is greatly higher than that of samll 
grinding wheel rolling and grinding, the speed is increased by 3~5 times.  
7. The headstock and tailstock are fixed with a purpose made four-jaw self-centering fixture which can retain 3in~8in 
squares. The maximum stroke of the tailstock sleeve can reach to 120mm. The length of workpiece varies within 
100mm. The tailstock can be maintained fixed, and the fixture has high self-centering accuracy and is easy to operate.  
8. The rotation speed variable frequency motor of the headstock adopts stepless speed regulation. The fixtures are 
equipped with special brackets for easy loading and unloding of workpieces. The grinding carriage has large feed 
grinding amount and high efficiency. 
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Product Table 
 
Specifications and Technical Parameters 

Max. Grinding Length 500 mm 

Center height 125mm 

Clamp distance 500mm 

Max. Weight of Workpiece 50Kg 

Max. length of installation workpiece between four-jaw of headstock and 
four-jaw of tailstock. 500mm 

Apply for Max. grinding diameters Φ220 mm 

The distance between the base of lathe bed to workpiece 1072mm 

Application of Diamond grinding wheel diameter Φ300×(15-30)×Φ127 
mm 

The Peripheral Speed (Max.) of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Wheelhead motor power 3Kw 

Workhead motor power 0.75Kw 

Overall dimensions (Lx W x H) 3100×1620×1900 

Weight of machine 2500Kg  
Main Accessories Working Accuracy 

Siemens CNC system 1set Roundness ≤0.05mm

Diamond grinding wheel 1piece The consistency of dimension in longitudinal 
section ≤0.1mm

Wheel chuck 1set Surface roughness ≤0.63μm

Wheel balancing arbor 2set   

Wheel balancing device 1set   

Screw for install the iron gaskets of 
machine 1set   

Standard tools 1set    
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34. CNC Monocrystalline Silicon Specific Grinder 
 

 
 
 

Serial/Model NO. MSK003 Type Special Purpose Grinding Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC Processing Object Monocrystalline Silicon Specific Grinder 

 
Description 
 
Purpose and characteristics of the machine tool 
1. Adopt the 2-axis CNC system with built-in PLC and LCD, which is produced by Siemens of Germany  
2. Adopt the ball screw shaft of servo motor to drive the longitudinal movement of the work-table and the traverse 
movement of the grinding carriage.  
3. This machine tool is applied to the grinding the components of solar energy industry and silicon single crystal rods, 
and it can be used to grind the external cylinders of 6in~8in rods.  
4. Adopt the external grinder layout, and take the new peripheral grinding to the external cylinders of silicon single 
crystal rods with diamond parallel grinding wheels as a substitute for the traditional technology of rolling and grinding 
with facr parallel grinding wheels.  
5. The direction of the grinding lines on the single crystal silicon external surface of the is normal to the axis and is 
consistent with the processing direction, so that in the slicing, no crack will occur with the peripheral circular arcs.  
6. As the production rate of Φ300 ecternal diamond wheel peripheral grinding is greatly higher than that of samll 
grinding wheel rolling and grinding, the speed is increased by 3~5 times.  
7. The headstock and tailstock are fixed with a purpose made four-jaw self-centering fixture which can retain 6in~8in 
squares. The maximum stroke of the tailstock sleeve can reach to 250mm. The length of workpiece varies within 
250mm. The tailstock can be maintained fixed, and the fixture has high self-centering accuracy and is easy to operate.  
8. The rotation speed variable frequency motor of the headstock adopts stepless speed regulation. The fixtures are 
equipped with special brackets for easy loading and unloding of workpieces. The grinding carriage has large feed 
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grinding amount and high efficiency. 
 
Product Table 
 
Specifications and Technical Parameters 

Max. Grinding Length 500 mm 

Center height 125mm 

Clamp distance 500mm 

Max. Weight of Workpiece 50Kg 

Max. length of installation workpiece between four-jaw of headstock and 
four-jaw of tailstock. 500mm 

Apply for Max. grinding diameters Φ220 mm 

The distance between the base of lathe bed to workpiece 1072mm 

Application of Diamond grinding wheel diameter Φ300×(15-30)×Φ127 
mm 

The Peripheral Speed (Max.) of grinding wheel 35m/s 

Wheelhead motor power 3Kw 

Workhead motor power 0.75Kw 

Overall dimensions (Lx W x H) 3100×1620×1900 

Weight of machine 2500Kg  
Main Accessories Working Accuracy 

Siemens CNC system 1set Roundness ≤0.05mm

Diamond grinding wheel 1piece The consistency of dimension in longitudinal 
section ≤0.1mm

Wheel chuck 1set Surface roughness ≤0.63μm

Wheel balancing arbor 1set   

Wheel balancing device 1set   

Screw for install the iron gaskets of 
machine 1set   

Standard tools 1set    
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35. CNC Monocrystalline Silicon Belt Sawing Machine 
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Serial/Model NO. GK5720-1 Type Special Sawing Machine 

Automatic Grade Automatic Precision Precision 

Controlling Mode CNC   

 
Description 
 
Purpose 
1. This machine tool is applied to the saw sections and saw bits of monocrystalline silicon or polycrystalline silicon 
materials in solar energy industry.  
2. The body, charge and feed slides, and other components of the machine tool are made of iron castings, which have 
high rigidity, good vibration absorbency, earthquake resistance, and other advantages.  
3. Select diamond saw band to obtain high sawing efficiency, samll saw kerfs and high rate of finished products of 
materials.  
4. The spindle motor of the saw band wheels adopts stepless speed regulation, the movement of slides is driven by 
the servo motor, and the touch display is adopted.  
5. All components of the machine tool are imported products for guaranteeing the reliability of the stability of the 
machine tool. 
 
Product Table 
 
Max. grinding diameter Φ 200mm 

Deep throat 400mm 
Saw band wheel spec.  51mm× Φ 460mm 

Revolving speed of saw band wheel 0-1225r/min 

Saw band wheel motor power 2.2Kw 

Saw band spec. (Lx W x H) 3230× 38× 0.5~0.7mm 
Cutting feed rate 0~50mm/min 

Max. stroke of feed slide 360mm 

Max. stroke of charge slide 320mm 
Overall dimensions (Lx W x H) 2600× 2390× 1850mm 

Total weight 3000Kg  
Working Accuracy 

Plane verticality 0.5/100mm 
Parallelism 0.10mm  

Power supply and supporting facilities 
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Power connection 220/380V, 3PH, 50HZ 

Load power 6Kw 
Cooling water interface 2.5L/min 

Windpipe interface Φ 8mm 

Compressed air 0.6MP  
 


